
8ch /tg/ Hexcrawl  
I’ve attempted to organize multi-hex areas of interest        
by the lowest-numbered hexes first, so refer to the         
north-westernmost, or upper-left-most hex to find its       
place in the key. 

At 00.00, under a lost and lonely hill of grim and           
foreboding aspect lies a labyrinthine crypt, actually the        
network of tunnels which make up its control center,the         
head of the turtle on whose back this all rests 

00.01, 00.02, 01.00 and 01.01 is made up of a          
shimmering silicate desert with ruins dotted throughout       
it. Close examination of the ruins show complex        
patterns. In reality, these are external computers that        
all connect to 00.00. In addition, this desert has a habit           
of misdirecting anyone who comes into it unless you         

follow a specific path. The details of the path can be           
found in the ruins, but have been badly corrupted with          
time. 

00.03 and 00.04 are mushroom forests that cause        
intense spore allergy reactions to anyone that enters.        
Explorers say that some mushrooms are able to move         
and spit acid.  

00.06, 00,07, 01.08, 01.07, 02.07 are also water. It's         
deeper than the rest, and there are corals on the          
seafloor, which host various brightly colored fish, which        
are in danger of overfishing, due to rumors that they          
enhance magical ability when eaten or turned into        
medicines. In truth, there are no magical properties,        
but their fat is not digested by any sentient creature,          
and when eaten it lubricates the entire digestive tract         



and causes massive diarrhea, not to mention people        
slowly leaking putrid undigested fish fat for days. 

00.08, 00.09, 01.09, and 00.10 are water, appearing        
blood red from the species of seaweed living in it.          
When pickled, this seaweed makes for a great snack,         
and stores for a long time, but the taste is something to            
get accustomed to. 

00.11 is a hot spring, and very well might be the source            
of the algaes on the North, but no one could prove it,            
while being the rendez-vous of lovers, due to the small          
ponds around, one of the larger one being        
heart-shaped.  

00.12 and 01.11 are more forested, but in autumn, it          
turns into a silken woodland, from the numerous        
cocoon found in trees to give birth to the butterflies          
seen above. It is also, unsurprisingly, a spider nest. 

00.13 and 00.14 are a swamp of ever-reaching water.         
The water is ethereal, and reaches you no matter what          
sort of protection you use. You go in there with heavy           
boots, and you still soak your feet, because the water          
just seeps through the solid material. You can't take         
the water with you either, it just slips out of everything,           
even the tightly sealed metal flasks. There is also a          
large amount of visible animal ghosts in there, just         
running around the swamp. It is is said that there is           
nothing more beautiful than a herd of ghost rabbits         
frolicking in the twilight. The only bad part about that is           
that you'll be partially wet with cold water all the way           
through the view. 

00.15, 01.15, and 02.16 are high mountains with an         
ever-shifting maze for a pathway. Most of the time the          
maze would lead travelers back to where the started,         
but sometimes they may end up in the valley beyond          
the mountains. There is what seems to be an ancient          
wizard's portal made of stone right beside the        
beginning of the main pathway, but it hasn't worked in          
who knows how long. Around the portal are ancient         
stones ruins, 

02.00 and 02.03 are desert, with a tower in each hex.           
Both towers have huge lenses on top of them, that try           
trap and bounce a ray of light between each other.          
Even at night you could see the thread of light between           
those two towers, trapped in constant motion. Some        
claim it's a work of a genius lensmaker from ages past,           
others that it is an achievement of optical magic. In          
each tower lives a colony of strange 13-legged fleshy         
colored being, that does not talk, has no real face,          
cleans it's lens, and murders all those looking to defile          
the place with mind attacks. Nobody ever saw them eat          
anything. 

00.16 and 01.16 is a lush valley with incredibly rich and           
healthy soil that makes plants and crops grow big,         
healthy, and incredibly delicious. 00.16 has a large        

field and a farming village. 01.16 holds a small town          
with an ornate wizard's tower in the middle. A         
cobblestone road connects the farming village to the        
town. The valley's village and town are inhabited by         
ancient, humanoid-looking automatons who go about      
their business like any other organic person would.        
When talked to, they can tell ancient lore as though          
time has never passed. They will deny that they are          
machines when asked. The only non-mechanical being       
among them is an also ancient lich who takes on a look            
of a jolly old man. He takes care of the automatons and            
keeps them running while trying his best to keep the          
valley peaceful and serene. 

02.01 is dominated by a seemingly quartz and silicon         
tower stretching about thirty stories into the sky. Steel         
rods ringed with an unknown substance project at an         
awkward angle toward the east, as if something        
knocked it off-kilter long ago. Strange noises and        
discordant crackles emanate from it at night. Who        
knows what would happen if the top of the tower were           
realigned? 

02.02 is the forlorn heights of a great blackened         
seawall, though the dust-covered engines and piles of        
refined salt behind the wall speak to another purpose.         
The local towns use the wall for shelter during the          
storm seasons, and its old battlements as a makeshift         
lighthouse/watchman's post the rest of the time. They        
make their living selling stockfish and some of the         
refined salt itself. 

02.10 and 01.10 are flower-covered fields, which       
extends to 02.11 on a small hill, where bees, butterflies          
and other insects seems to thrive, and offers a nice          
honey making industry.The road in 02.10 passes       
through the ruins of an old town. Many years ago the           
inquisition had come here to follow rumors of witches.         
But as evidence was sparse, their investigation took        
longer than anyone had anticipated and the townsfolk,        
unused to the strict policing of their guests, soon         
started antagonizing them. Violent incidents increased      
in frequency until one day a young knight was killed.          
Furious, the inquisition's captain had the town's entire        
population executed.There are still people living in the        
area, descendants of those lucky enough to have been         
outside the city's boundaries at the time, and it is said           
that without exception, all the current inhabitants are        
practitioners of witchcraft. 

02.11 is a regular village. It's called Middleshire. It has          
one blacksmith, it has a fun flute playing shepherd with          
63 cows, a grumpy but loveable mayor, a cute and          
plumpy millers daughter, and a friendly pub. There are         
precisely 63 cows. There is precisely one fun flute         
playing shepherd. There are always the same friendly        
people at the pub, with same faces and same voices,          
telling the same stories. It always was, and always will          
be that way. No matter what happens, no matter who          



died, no matter how the rest of the world is doing,           
things will remain the same here. Forever. Middleshire        
was. Middleshire is. Middleshire will be. 

02.14 contains a castle which is the reason for the fey           
roaming a forest so close to a city. While to an average            
observer it is a crumbling ruin of some long lost          
kingdom, it is actually home to the Unseelie Court. It          
used to prey upon the city in it's youth when it was a             
newly founded village for sport and for entering their         
territory. However a group of adventurers came to the         
villages aid and made a pact with the court after          
defeating the Queen's Consort who was her greatest        
knight. The pact states that in every full moon each          
home must place a bowl of fresh milk outside their front           
door and that on the new moon each store, barn, or           
similar place of goods and items must 'Pay the Tithe'          
and place a copper coin near the entrance. On the          
next morning both the milk in the bowl and the coin will            
be gone but those that steal either are said to be           
cursed and even foreigners don't often mess with the         
customs. The village, now a city, still follows the rules          
of the pact though they don't know why. However the          
city has become quite famous for it's strange customs         
and inspired other villages to do the same. The         
descendants of the adventurers are now the royal        
family and make up a large portion of the royal court. 

03.00, 03.01, 04.01, 05.00, and 05.01 are a crystalline         
wasteland. Giant gemstones jut out every mile or so         
while the ground is made up of crushed crystals.         
Overhead is a permanent aurora borealis due to a         
localized magnetic/arcane field. This field causes all       
the gemstones to emit an unearthly glow. 

03.02, 04.02, 05.02 and 06.03 is a rift in the earth, a            
gateway to the stars. 

03.05 is a small island, mostly barren rock, rising up to           
a solitary black mountain. Somebody deeply carved       
into the mountain wall the letters "Scagrain the Great         
was here!" Most people agree that it was a juvenile          
prank, but in recent years a few notable historians         
have attempted to lift the mystery of this "Scagrain".         
The mountain is covered in bright shining crystals.        
Although it is visible for very far afar due to its shine, it             
was not plundered. Not only it is a home to a huge nest             
of particularly nasty harpies, it is also surrounded by a          
thick ring of jagged rocks and a colony of man-eating          
fish, making all the approaches by water impossible.        
There is a rumor that a dwarven company tried to mine           
their way in under the water bed, but the tunnels          
collapsed, and now their ghosts guard the island. 

03.06 is largely barren rock with a few scrawny trees.  

03.07 and 04.07 are peat bog. 

03.10 is a quarry owned by a dwarf who has a thin            
veneer of politeness to hide his constantly boiling rage.         

Rumors say that the only reason he spends his days          
punching various metal tools into the rock is to keep          
himself from attacking any humanoids. 

03.13, 03.14, 04.14, 04.15 and 02.15 are forests that         
the villagers and farmers in the area use to hunt for           
food. However they never venture far into the woods or          
stray too far from the road. Losing sight of the road for            
more than a few minutes has a disorienting effect on          
travelers who find new roads and paths that were not          
there before. Most of these paths lead in circles or twist           
back on themselves leaving the traveler feeling like        
they are making progress but have not really moved         
more than a few hundred yards. The most dangerous         
of these paths are the ones that lead to clearings          
inhabited by fey and other powerful monsters that        
enjoy watching lost travelers wonder until they die. A         
few of the more twisted fey will secretly place animals          
on these paths for the travelers food and twist the path           
to water sources when needed so they can watch the          
traveler wonder for years until their spirit is broken or          
they die of old age. 

03.16, 04.16 and 05.16 are ever-misty fields. By        
entering just a couple meters in, the sun stops shining          
as bright, and just a 100 meters in people can't even           
see further than their nose, and lose their way. A lot of            
lives were claimed by the fields, but people keep         
venturing in there, with long ropes tied around their         
belts, to search by feel for the sweetest berries known          
to civilization. 

At 04.00 is a gigantic steel golem that has crystals          
overgrowing it. Faint tinny music can be heard when         
approaching it. A local cult has built themselves up         
around it. 

At 04.01 is an elegant cathedral whose sole owner is a           
immortal, blind, mind-reading sage and her pets. 

05.04, 06.04, 07.03, 07.04 and 08.04 to be a plateau,          
connected to the hills in 08.05, but showing a steep          
cliff towards the lake. A waterfall springs from an         
subterranean river in the cliff at 07.04 and pours hot          
water into the lake at 06.05. The water temperature         
suggests volcanic activity underneath the plateau, but       
in truth it is caused by an infestation of fire          
salamanders that have turned a vast system of        
catacombs into their home. 

05.05 is a flotilla of merchant ships interconnected with         
one another as a 'town on water' sort of thing. It serves            
as a major trading hub between landmasses, and has         
the tendency to move every now and then if where          
they’re at doesn't suit their fancy.  

05.10, 06.11, 05.09, 07.10, 07.09 are swampland filled        
with herbs. It's also the territory of both a Druid and a            
Conjurer who work together to keep thier home alive. 



06.00, 06.01 and 06.02 are swampy jungle. Anything        
that dies in the murky waters without seeing the light of           
sun from the thick green ceiling of plantlife, will rise up           
in exactly 13 hours and become a protector of the land,           
until it completely rots away in about a week or so due            
to very humid and warm climate. Going from 06.02 to          
06.00 is a very old road, that's barely there nowadays.          
It ends at 06.00, where a tribe of pigmy people live.           
They're nasty, they're cannibalistic, and their livers       
produce the most vivid of purple dyes.  

06.10 is marshland. In the center of the hex is a huge            
gnarled tree, at least a kilometer tall, with roots that          
actually connect it to all of the trees in its immediate           
vicinity. The tree is hollow and you can enter it through           
an illusory wall that just looks like a huge knot in the            
wood. At the top of the tree lies an ancient druid who is             
centuries old and kept alive by fusing with the wood.          
Why is he there? Can he be spoken to? I'm not sure. 

07.02 contains a nest of beautiful harpies who swoop         
down and kidnap men and steal supplies from travelers         
along the pass. Nobody really knows what truly        
happens to the men, but most assume the harpies use          
the men for mating in order to continue their lineage.          
They have relatively simple looking huts that are        
actually well crafted upon closer look. The harpies        
themselves have golden jewelry adorn them to signify        
rank. The more jewelry, the higher the rank in their          
society. They are led by a four-winged matriarch. Each         
time a four winged harpy is born, a new matriarch is           
determined and is groomed by the previous one to be          
the next leader. They have a blood feud with the          
raiders across the pass at 09.02. 

07.06 has two features; many stone spires jut just out          
of the water, which plays host to an aggressive species          
of predatory fish. These fish are not commonly        
encountered elsewhere in the lake, as they tend to live          
within a deep tunnel network under the hex. Generally         
ranging from two to four feet in length, their fins have           
sharp edges that can open shallow wounds, which        
while singly are not particularly threatening, en-masse       
can result in rapid blood loss. 

07.08 is forest containing a shrine to the Gods. 

07.13 contains a small village of inchlings. The forest is          
also littered with all the random stuff that the inchlings          
have stolen from human settlements over the decades. 
 

07.14, 08.14, 07.15 and 08.15 are more pine forest.         
The air there always smells wonderfully of pine, and         
due to many naturally occurring caves, the air is also          
saturated with salt, giving it some rejuvenating       
properties. It is a popular place for rest, however, great          
care is taken not to wander too far in, and end up in             
the wastelands to east.  

07.16 is a grand hunter's lodge where nobles and other          
influential people gather for time outdoors. 

At 08.02 is a small town run by a surprisigly wise           
drunkard wizard as mayor from his town hall/tavern. He         
keeps an eye on the going-ons via a murder of crows           
that he keeps as familiars. The people tend to be          
friendly if a bit odd and take great interest in the tales            
of every traveler that comes through. The mayor does         
his best to minimize the conflicts between the harpies         
and giant raiders through diplomacy and alcohol. This        
is more or less successful with great conflicts cooled         
down into simple bar brawls. 

At 08.03 are two huge statues of ancient kings         
overlooking the pass with an archway connecting       
them. On closer inspection, the statues are actually        
towers once used for defense. The faces of the kings          
have long since faded away but travelers feel like they          
are being watched and judged by the statue-towers. It         
is said that if the traveler is deemed to belong to the            
ancient enemy of the builders, the eyes of the kings          
would vaporize said traveler. 

08.05 is a small well-maintained monastery run by an         
abbot and a few monks. Except for the abbot, all the           
monks have taken a vow of silence. The abbot is          
actually a vampire and the monks his thralls who         
manage the monastery grounds for him. Whether the        
thralls are lesser vampires or simply charmed I leave         
up to you. The monastery offers respite to travelers         
and some prominent families in the area will send a          
son to the monastery for his education. Underneath the         
monastery (and possibly extending into another hex)       
are catacombs and it is somewhere in these        
catacombs where the vampire hides his coffin. 

An unmarked exit to the road in 08.11 leads to a road            
that leads deep into the swamp of 7.10. At one point it            
was a thoroughfare for trade, but now much is         
overgrown; at points where the road has sunk into the          
swamp there are short detours where men may walk         
single file. Should anyone travel to the path's        
conclusion, an overwhelming stench of fish will herald        
a dilapidated fishing village from about a mile away.         
Once it was a growing town; now, all but the waterfront           
and main square are uninhabited. The inhabitants are        
simple and average of appearance. They will be        
suspicious of travellers, but should the adventurers       
gain their trust they will admit to having a problem.          
Once a year grotesque monsters will emerge from the         
water to take the fairest of the village's young women.          
They will kill anyone who tries to stop them, but leave           
the rest unharmed. If the adventurers fend them off,         
then they will discover that one of the women has          
turned into a monster. If she is killed, the village will not            
have any more trouble, but (unbeknownst to them) the         
adventurers have made a powerful enemy under the        
waves. 



08.12 is a world famous vineyard that produces blue,         
green, purple and orange wines. The taste is not the          
best, but the colors are very rich, and they have minor           
magical properties.  

At 09.02 is a camp of giant raiders who charge down           
the pass and rob the supplies of the travelers along it.           
They may allow the travellers to pass if one can defeat           
their current raid leader in single combat. Their camp         
has a viking theme to it with a Jarl in charge. The Jarl             
is bigger and older than the rest of the raiders and has            
stone growing on his skin. Once his life is up, his is put             
in a mausoleum built into the mountain with previous         
Jarls. A new one is then picked out. They have a blood            
feud with the harpies across the pass at 07.02. 

09.03 is a magically enchanted beech tree, several        
miles in height. A tribe of elves had once secluded          
themselves from the world by growing this tree beyond         
its normal size and settling on it. But as a strange           
epidemic bereft them of their magical abilities and the         
tree kept growing they soon found themselves unable        
to leave the tree. Having access to neither metal nor          
stone (and no magic either), their society has grown         
very primitive, but the beech's microcosm provides       
them with everything they need to survive. 

When travelers are walking the road in 9.05 and 10.06          
at night, they may sometimes find that there is a          
specter of a little girl with a lantern guiding them. She'll           
silently and happily march ahead of them providing a         
small island of barely visible light in the darkness. It is           
at this point that the travelers must make a conscious          
decision to stay on the road, otherwise they will,         
without noticing, follow the apparition for 2D4-1 hours        
before reaching their starting point, at which point the         
girl will turn to them, smile and disappear. 

09.07 is a small fishing village that thrives from the          
lake's bounty. 

09.11, 10.11 and 10.12 are orchards, with a variety of          
fruits and berries being cultivated, some used for tasty         
alcoholic beverages, others for food.  

09.12 and 09.13 is where all organized mages bury         
their magic waste. Failed potions, spent wands, dead        
summoned creatures, all are dumped and buried here.        
There is an order of zealous guards constantly        
patrolling the area in search of whatever may form         
from the magic, but funnily enough nothing ever        
appeared out of the magic landfill, except for an         
alchemical abberation, which later turned out to be a         
mentally unstable gnome scavenger who thought he       
could get magical powers by rubbing himself in the         
deepest pools of magical waste. All he actually got was          
a really bad case of multicolored warts and a         
compulsive desire to dance disco. 

10.00, 10.01, 10.02, 11.00, and 11.01 are all incredibly         
dense, fey-enchanted woods. Anyone who wanders in       
enters dream lands rumored to have untold riches. 

In 10.04 there's an abandoned building known as the         
Gallery of Horrors, the mansion of an artist gone mad,          
inspired by forces unknown to mankind. They say his         
art is now alive and roams the halls looking for pieces           
to contribute to the master's final wish: his magnum         
opus. (What is it? It's best if we leave that to GM            
interpretation). 

10.07 contains and old derelict bridge that nobody        
uses anymore, and a ferry operation run by two         
half-orc sisters that are not allowed entry into the         
village. They like to transport people for goods rather         
than money. 
 
10.13, 11.11,11.13 and 12.13 are the surrounding city,        
which is built right up to the countries borders. The city           
itself is also highly mechanical and metallic spreading        
out hundreds of miles. The closer you get to the castle           
the taller and more regal the buildings become. All this          
happened because generations ago outrageous     
amounts of high quality iron where it was discovered         
by an inventor who devised a way to quickly and          
efficiently mine it. Rapidly becoming one of the richest         
people on the planet the inventor bought the country         
out and became king. In order to get everyone to use           
his inventions he outlawed magic and replaced it with         
easy to use machines. The amount of iron and its close           
proximity to the city made it easier and cheaper to use           
as a construction material rather than importing cut        
stone or wood. The king spent most of his life          
designing and expanding his castle equipping it with all         
manner of defenses, tools, and even areas just for         
entertainment. The subsequent kings have kept up       
with the tradition leading to the castle alone becoming         
the size of a small city.  

In modern times the iron mine seems to be         
slowing down but the royal family assures everyone        
that it is fine and plenty more iron for generations to           
come. Mechanical comprehension is quite high do to        
the nature of the city and even the average person          
likely knows more about technology and creating it any         
outsider would. Magic is also legal now, but it's         
cheaper and easier to just buy a device to mimic the           
spell's effects anymore. Most citizens look down on        
magic seeing it as a silly relic of an age long past. Only             
a small handful of eccentric wizards and artificers use         
magic in the city. 
 
 
11.03 is heavily wooded and home to a tribe of goblins.           
Although they are certainly evil, they at least dimly         
understand the true nature of the monastery in 08.05         
and will raid it taking folk precautions against vampires         
(e.g. carrying garlic or if that’s too obvious large         



quantities of silver coin). The abbot wants them dealt         
with and may offer the party a reward for eliminating          
their camp in the forest. 
 
11.12 is a massive castle made of metal with little to no            
wood or stone used in its construction. Large parts of          
the castle are mechanical as the royal family are from          
a long line of inventors. The castle is large enough it           
needs thousands of servants and mechanics to keep it         
clean and in order. 

11.14, 11.15 and 12.15 are a robot graveyard. 

11.16 and 12.16 are a dark monolith structure complex         
with no visible entrance or windows. If someone        
actually manages to break off a piece, the dust created          
is extremely toxic and can slip through the finest of          
barriers. Purpose of the complex is uknown, but you         
can always expect to find a fresh skeleton from yet          
another fool who wanted to uncover it's secrets. 

12.02, 13.01, 14.02 are regular old fields, with floating         
islands above. On the islands, is a society of seclusive          
monks, who use giant lenses to burn anyone who         
enters those hexes.  

12.09 is a plateau with a single grave on top of it. It is              
haunted by the ghost of a long dead gunslinger. If one           
camps near the grave on the night of a full moon, the            
shost joins the camper for dinner and shares tales of          
yore. Afterwards, the gunslinger offers a challenge. On        
high noon of the next day, the camper and the          
gunslinger would have a shootout with the gunslinger        
providing a revolver at the foot of his grave. If the           
camper draws and fires faster, the gunslinger would tell         
the location of a fantastic treasure. Nobody has ever         
beaten the gunslinger to date. Nobody has ever        
returned from that plateau either. 

12.10, 11.10 and 12.11 are windswept plains, few        
things grow there except for hardy steppe grasses.        
However they're littered megalitihic stone jars and a        
few dozen burial mounds, their makers unknown.       
People avoid venturing there if they can. 

12.12 is a lowland farm belonging to the        
slightly-retarded brother of the halfling farmer who lives        
in 13.12. This farm has phenomenal yields every year 

12.14 is ravaged by an eternal tornado. In its eye, a           
nice old lady lives in a small, rundown shack. She          
does not get out much, on account of the storm, but           
she bakes the most amazing cookies. They are so         
amazing, so sinfully delicious that most religions have        
prohibited their consumption. But despite the ban,       
people really want those cookies. Every day, pilgrims        
brave the storms, desperately holding onto ropes that        
previous generations of pleasure seekers have tied to        
anything that seemed firm enough, and every week        
there are stories of new fatalities. Wizards fly over the          

wand of wind, while teams of dwarves dig new tunnels          
almost as fast as the treacherous ground collapses        
them. And everybody carries a bag filled with the         
ingredients for the cookies plus food for the old lady          
and a human fingernail, which is the price that the old           
lady demands for a set of cookies. 

Starting at 13.02 is a giant canyon with an unknown          
depth. Some believe that it is truly bottomless while         
others think that there is some kind of illusion magic at           
play the deeper you go down. Whatever the case is, no           
one who ventures past a certain depth ever returns         
from the bottom. Dwarves also make their homes here         
in a vast series of scaffolded towns that exists around          
the edges and into the sides of the canyon. 

13.03 is a giant abandoned overgrown statue. There is         
no name for it, it is not recorded anywhere, and people           
forget it is there the moment they leave the hex. It is            
vaguely humanoid shaped, but everyone who sees it        
swears it looks like a member of their race, including          
centaurs or mermen. For the brief moment before they         
forget about it, anyway. 

13.06 and 14.07 are a valley of pleasant weather, lush          
greenery and cannibalistic halflings.  

All over 13.08 there are sign posts saying that 'Nothing          
of interest can be found here'. Less common are sign          
posts are explaining to anyone who cares to read         
them: 'There is no point digging a deep hole next to           
that solitary oak over there. So please don't, you'll only          
bother the animals'. 

13.12 is a hill on which a halfling has set up a large             
terrace farm with his family. Despite the fact that the          
harvests are barely enough to feed his family he is          
smug as can be about the terrace thing that he learned           
during his adventuring days in foreign lands. 

13.13 is a small gondolian village. A gondolian        
dimensional wizard/warlock lives in a small hut in the         
forest village. He trades enchanted items to orcs at his          
shop and hexes their weapons for them too. 

13.16 is a mountain, on top of which the World's Edge           
tavern is physically located. Despite its location, it's        
always full of people, due to the network of portal          
doors. When adventuring, a party could find a door just          
standing by itself, leading to the tavern. In the field, in a            
cave, in an ancient crypt, those doors appear        
whenever and wherever they feel like. Each leads to         
the tavern, and stays linked to entrance location for         
precisely 5 and a half hours. If a party fails to return,            
they get thrown out by a bouncer, a usually-buffed and          
beefy beholder, into a random location, and with a         
month long ban of visiting the establishment. The        
tavern sees all sorts of folk, and has all sorts of shady            
trade deals going on. The bartender is a literal Ancient          
Red Dragon who takes an appearance of a gruff red          



scaled Dragonborn. This tavern is known for appearing        
randomly, and actively avoiding people who search for        
it, providing guarantee that there are no constant        
customers, and that there are always new faces. The         
only exception is the bartenders old knight friend, who         
spared the dragon's life, and now spends his days         
drinking in the bar, and telling stories of old to the           
tavern's visitors. While visitors can exit the tavern        
physically, they are not allowed back in, and the         
journey down the mountain slopes is very dangerous,        
even with spells or devices that control falling, due to          
the violent nature of winds around it. It is said that you            
could see the Mountains of Fairy Fire firework display         
in the evening from the tavern, if the weather is good           
enough. "Saved our party in a pinch, when we found          
the door behind an ancient altar while loaded with loot          
and being chased by an Ogre. Got kicked out smack          
dab in the middle of that time frozen kingdom, but at           
least we got the loot out" - Thro'zek, an adventurer. "I           
hate that place, but whenever I am in a hurry, the door            
I open leads to it. Half the time it happens when I am             
busting for a piss, in my own home! I think the tavern is             
doing this on purpose. The wine is really good though"          
- Hamterion, a 5'th circle archmage. 

"I swear by sea itself, but that tavern is the          
reason I survived that raid. I ran to the captain's cabin           
to grab the sword I saw on the wall there once, but I             
ended up there. When giant tentacles engulfed the        
ship, I did not expect to be shooting dice with a           
faceless being that looked like it was made of night sky           
in less than 10 minutes from then." - Kreozzor, a          
former pirate swabbie. 

At 14.05 is a large tree with a house built into and            
throughout it. The house belongs to a witch who likes          
to play pranks on visitors before hearing them out. Is          
quite fond of children and shows a motherly side if they           
ever visit. 

14.07 contains a village of cannibalistic halflings that        
has no mayor or law enforcement, as their society is          
strictly honor- and family based. If a halfling is wronged          
by another, it is his own responsibility to feed upon the           
perpetrator to eat away the shame. Smaller injuries to         
one's honor may not require the death of the         
wrong-doer as the appropriate dish may be only an ear          
(or even just his top hair). While overeating is a crime           
that would need to be cannibalistically rectified,       
under-eating might be even worse. The halflings have        
no respect for somebody who doesn't protect their        
honor, and depending on the accumulated dishonor       
they may even treat such unpersons as mere animals         
to be hunted down for food. 
 
14.09 harbors the castle of the mysterious Green        
Knight, who, when challenged by those with martial        
skill, offers to engage them in a decapitation contest.         
They get to cut off his head, with him willingly putting           

his head on the chopping block, then he gets to do the            
same to them. What he doesn't tell them is that he's           
got a magical belt that lets him survive decapitation. 
 
14.14 and 15.14 are an orc war camp. Originally         
having crossed the mountains to plunder, burn and        
massacre the peace-loving peoples living here, the       
warriors have unexpectedly run into eudaemonia. At       
first it was a very unfamiliar experience for these         
desert-hardened orcs to find food just growing from        
trees and bushes, and seeing animals that orcs could         
hunt rather than them hunting and devouring orcs.        
When they called for a short interlude to their advance          
on civilization to restore their strength in this land of          
plenty, they had not counted on laziness creeping up         
on them. They have been there for over 3 years now.           
Officially they are still on a war campaign and "just          
about to break camp and turn the lands red with fire           
and blood". "Maybe as soon as tomorrow". But a few          
months ago the first tentative trade agreements have        
been made with the inhabitants of robo city, and the          
day of fury keeps getting delayed. 
 
14.16 is a small elf village that claims they'll curse any           
non-elf that lives there. 
 
15.00 contains a huge tower covered in frost and made          
of stone and computer parts similar to the ruins near          
00.00. 
 
15.06, 15.07, 15.08, 16.09 and 17.09 are all steep         
mountain ranges, with their western slopes lush and        
fertile with the damp winds coming off the waters to          
westwards. The western peaks are all snowcapped,       
but the eastern slopes and peaks tapering down        
towards the desert get increasingly arid and       
desertified. The whole area is swarming with a breed of          
territorial and surprisingly devious mountain goats,      
goats that get shaggier and more aggressive the        
further south you get. 
 
15.15 and 15.16 are two lone peaks, inhabited by         
dwarves. It is said that many wondrous creations are in          
their halls, but no outsider was ever allowed in. They          
have a feud with the nearby elf village, and they had           
giant hillside guns dedicated at launching garbage and        
insulting messages at the elven village. Their specialty        
are fireworks of all shapes and sizes, and the         
mountains are called Mountains of Farie Fire, due to         
non-stop firework displays every night. In truth, the        
dwarves just found a Forogotten Beast that produces        
endless supply of gunpowder. At first they were happy,         
but after several living quarters got engulfed with the         
stuff and the resulting explosion split the mountain in         
two, the dwarves are now just trying to use up as much            
of it as possible. There is currently a megaproject         
trying to connect the two mountains with a bridge, but it           
constantly getting hampered by elves shooting the       



workers in the ass with blunt arrows, causing them to          
drop their building materials to plummet to the foot of          
the mountain. 
 
 
16.05 and 16.06 contain a curious geographic       
formation, with those two hexes being literally dug out         
for nearly 400 meters deep. It would be just another          
canyon, but all the dwarves and other geological        
experts agree it is not made by nature, but by sentient           
effort. At the bottom of the valley there are strange          
glass shards that do not cause pain when cutting, yet          
do damage as usual. Those are used by the doctors to           
perform various surgeries, and are very high in cost.         
However, the air itself seems to be filled with glass          
dust, and it's very hard to extract said shards without          
fucking up your lungs for life. At the border of 16.05           
and 16.04 the valley just cuts off into the chasm.  
 
16.15, 17.15, 18.16, and 19.16 are a dense giant         
spider infested forest. It's called "White Forest"       
because of just how much cobwebs are there.        
Interestingly enough, the spiders rarely attack people,       
and this stretch of forest is farmed for the leftover webs           
to produce very high quality clothing. 16.16 and 17.16         
are spider nest areas of the white forest, where spiders          
raise their young. Going here would actually get you         
attacked by them, but the nest webs are even finer.          
Generally, going there agitates the spiders in the other         
part of the forest as well, so there's a very brutal guild            
of web farmers that have a monopoly on white forest          
webs, hillside headquarters at 15.15, and deal with any         
poachers by capturing them and publicly torturing       
them. There is also a stream going from 19.16 to          
16.15, known as the "White forest river", ending with a          
little lake. Water in it is not safe to drink, due to rotting             
animal carcasses the spiders dump in it, but it is used           
as a base ingredient in some potions and poisons. 
 
17.03 once contained a village of necromancers who        
practiced the art of raising their own dead. Living and          
undead alike shared the village in peaceful harmony,        
though over the years the proportion of undead        
inevitably grew. One day a paladin bigot visited and,         
while she could be stopped from ending the existence         
of the poor undead, she did banish them into a large           
cave and sealed the entrance. Bereft of their culture         
and cheap undead labor, the village soon disappeared.        
Ignorant to this, the undead inside the cave continue         
on in their old ways, sing the old songs and wait for the             
seal to weaken so they can reunite with their families. 
 
17.07 contains a huge crater. 
 
17.14, 18.15, and 19.15 are all forests. Within these         
forests can be found ancient shrines where idols in the          
form of giant goats can be found. The occasional         
maddened satyr can be found near these places;        

however, these beings are absolutely terrified of the        
goats in the mountains, being held frozen in fear and          
thus easily devoured by these creatures. The wild-men        
of these parts sometimes come to these old shrines,         
and are split into two factions - goat hunters, and goat           
worshipers. They speak languages which are quite       
similar in sound, but very different in meaning, which is          
responsible for their inability to reconcile (as       
communication sounds not like talking to foreigners,       
but schizophrenics). The religious aspect is just a        
result of them trying to be as different from each other           
as possible, and has almost nothing to do with the          
shrines. 
 
18.03 -- Crashed in the foothills is a spacecraft from          
another world. The interior of the ship appears to be          
littered with hundreds of dead, skeletal human bodies.        
The truth is, these are the actual crew of the ship - a             
great host of animated skeletons. The exterior of the         
ship is made of a substance that reflects magical         
energy, and has kept the skeletons from getting the         
energy they need to maintain animation. Once the ship         
is pried open, they will slowly begin to come alive over           
the course of 2d8 hours. The pilot of the ship, a Mind            
Flayer Necromancer, is held in stasis in the medical         
area. Even in stasis, he remains in a suit of advanced           
power armor, with a great helmet that has small         
tentacle designs on it. His personal body guards are a          
collective of purple-skinned, muscular humanoids, with      
skeletal faces. These creatures possess regenerative      
abilities and a bit of magic, and are constantly on patrol           
throughout the ship. Destroying them is quite difficult,        
but can be done far more simply if one acquires one of            
the Disintegrators on the ship and uses them to take          
out the whole body in one shot. 

The ship itself is in an inoperable condition.        
The Mind Flayer will pretend to not be what he is, but a             
normal human, to enlist the aid of the party (or          
otherwise force them) to go to the hexes going         
north-east to recover the parts which are scattered        
throughout those hexes. Use the standard wildlife to        
check the current guardians of the site (standard        
wilderness encounter checks). 

The Mind Flayer knows how to run the ship.         
He will attempt to kill the party as soon as they have            
brought all of the parts nearby. If the party searches          
the ship, they can find evidence to his true identity, and           
furthermore that the guards (which he claims do not         
work for him!) are needed to operate certain aspects. If          
every guard is destroyed, and the party can convince         
the Flayer they are needed, they can get him to tell           
them what they need to know, and then kill him once           
the ship is fixed. Otherwise, it is highly unlikely that it           
will be fully restored. 

The very bottom level of the ship is a hold,          
containing a number of very dangerous creatures: a        
mated pair of vampiric Bulette, a soul gem containing a          
Balrog, and two Gorgons. None of these creatures will         



be particularly grateful; the Balrog will immediately       
attack, but if bested, will bargain for its life by revealing           
the pass-code to a sealed chamber in an old tomb in           
area 15.02. It will then teleport away, taking temporary         
refuge in another hex (roll 3d6 for distance, 1d6 for          
direction). 

The ship and the area left in its wake are prone           
to attract mutants of various forms, most of which have          
skeletal heads. Additional powers include (d8): 

1. Fire Breath 
2. Regeneration 
3. Reflect Magic Missile 
4. Laser Eyes 
5. Explode when Killed 
6. Split when struck (as Ochre Jelly) 
7. Dimension Door (3/day) 
8. False Invulnerability (seem impervious to ALL      

harm except disintegration; however, after 2d4      
rounds of combat, they will melt into goo, as its          
body is unable to maintain the stress of battle) 

 
18.04 and 18.05 are a dark forest where only plantlife          
exists. No insects, no birds, no mushrooms, no        
animals, only trees and plants.  
 
18.11 is a forested valley with a stream running         
through it. This stream provides the only source of         
water for the only creature which live in the area - a            
collective of semi-sentient miniature dinosaurs, all      
herbivores (triceratops = dog-sized).The dinosaurs     
understand that beyond their little valley there are        
many dangerous things, and so greatly dread anything        
that comes in. The greatest threat in this valley comes          
from giant (ogre-sized) rabbits of a mechanical nature,        
all with laser eyes and the ability to fire missiles from           
two launches on their sides (note: they can rocket         
jump). They are the pets to the lord of this valley, a            
time-traveling wizard who rules a tower at the very         
center of the valley. At any given time, there will be           
1d4-1 instances of the wizard in his tower, with each          
having an age of (20+5d12). His tower is guarded by          
fire-breathing robot t-rexes the size of housecats and        
3d6 giant psionic earwigs. The mountains are highly        
dangerous, being home to giant predatory insects. The        
natives (halflings) move from peak to peak through the         
use of magically enchanted hanggliders and by       
grabbing onto very length ziplines, and are quite adept         
at hunting and cooking the insects which dwell below.         
Curiously, the insects refuse to enter the valley, or in          
fact to leave the mountains at all. They tend to be           
pushed around by a collective of giant robot spiders         
with elemental powers (shooting blasts of lighting, fire,        
etc.) which refuse to attack the halflings in their         
villages, but attack anything they catch moving around        
in the mountains proper. 
 
19.03, 19.04 and 19.05 are hills, with remains of a wall.           
People assume it's ancient, but it was actually made         

couple decades back, as a drunken boast of a wizard.          
Unfortunately, the climate really eroded the barrier, and        
it's mostly swallowed in greenery. 
 
At 19.08 is a forgotten keep. 
 
19.12 is an inverted mountain. It is a huge hole in the            
ground, with snow in the very bottom. By entering it,          
gravity and perception is flipped, and descending it is         
just as hard as ascending a mountain. There's nothing         
remarkable about it besides that. Nobody knows how        
did it happen, but the magiscientific consensus it is a          
result of a particularly nasty spell during ancient mage         
wars. 
 
19.13 and 20.14 constitute a small mountain valley that         
is almost impossible to find in the surrounding        
mountains. The whole place is full of poisonous plants,         
and not even insects can survive in there. In the steep           
canyon-like side of 20.14, there is carved an ancient         
abandoned home of an eccentric dwarven craftsman,       
who was banished for his creations.  
 
20.10 is quicksand. A wizard built his tower there, and          
it immediately started sinking into the ground. Too        
proud to acknowledge his mistake, the wizard started        
adding more and more floors to preserve the towery         
nature of his abode. But having learned from his initial          
mishap, every new floor now has a front door for when           
it comes level with the ground. For those doors that          
have already sunk below the ground, the wizard is         
beginning to run out of ideas of what to connect them           
to. He already has an extensive wine cellar, two         
libraries, a lust chamber (never used), a trophy room         
(that is clearly too large for his diploma and collection          
of wands) and the most recent one is a storage hall for            
alchemical ingredients. 
 
20.11 is an ancient and abandoned Wizard's tower.        
Nobody lives there, it was looted for everything that's         
worth it, but it has a unique property of making the           
sand around it transparent. It's still visible, though. The         
effect remains if you take off a part of the tower and            
move it, but it's very well built and enchanted to boot.           
Mostly used by performance artists that want to show         
the audience exactly how escape artists get out of the          
sand, and by mages to study ancient enchantments. 
 
20.12 is a desert settlement of golden beetle people.         
They gleam amazingly under the sun, and seeing one         
is a sign of good luck. They do not leave their home            
much, and their carapaces do not retain the golden         
glow after death, so they are not really hunted.         
However, there are tales of a golden adventurer that         
seeks out various desserts across the world.  
 
20.13 and 21.13 are steppes, on which centaurs roam.         
Their bows are of unparallelled quality, and are made         



out of bones of their ancestors, treated in a special          
cave for decades. Recently, they have taken a liking to          
the traded alcohol, and are currently in a crisis of          
alcoholism that threatens to destroy their society. 
 
21.02 contains a certain cave once belonging to a         
dragon, and now housing a small dedicated community        
of banished mages, who perform all sorts of forbidden         
magic in there, due to the cave walls concealing magic          
activity. 
 
21.03, 20.03, 20.04 are strange hexagonal sandstone       
formations that resemble Giant's steps in Ireland. They        
are constantly getting eroded, yet they keep slowly        
forming and rising from the earth. Perhaps there is         
something underneath causing this. 
 
21.05 is a large shanty town made up of humans,          
horned lizardfolk, and robots with mismatched parts.       
This town is part of a trade route that heads further           
east across a massive desert. 
 
In 21.07 there lies a worn out tower without door or           
window, it would look like a pillar, was it not for it's            
diameter it doesn't get hot with the sun or produce any           
shade on the ground. but it is there and it is solid. upon             
touching the tower a person may struggle to hear a          
voice whispering "Ozymandias will not allow the foul to         
touch" it will whisper even louder if the player try to hit            
the tower. Inside the tower lies a city displaced from          
our dimension. and among them with a army of wood          
elves, waiting to pour out to reclaim the land to nature.           
all from which come from the bloodline of King         
Ozymandias and his queens that were self banished        
from this plane long ago. Ozymandias is a king that          
had no purpose on his days so he left his kingdom and            
locked his capital on the tower, for a coming time when           
he will be actually needed from his people. the army          
continues to expand more every centuries inside the        
tower, and once or if the players manage to open the           
tower or get inside it, the tower will unfold itself and the            
grand city will lay on the desert and from there ancient           
forests will assail and try to take foothold on the desert           
forming an oasis. One of the ways to open the tower is            
get an undead creature or artifact to touch such tower          
on it's surface or to foul the land from underneath the           
tower [the king was an anethema to evil], and also          
other ways at the DM's discretion, like maybe a         
perception check to see a warding on the wall to          
dispel, or discovering the ancient city's command to        
open the gates 
 
 
21.09 is a nice little oasis in the middle of the desert.            
It's protected by a Cactus Dryad to prevent people         
from abusing it and stealing all the water, but people          
that need a drink as they move through the desert are           
welcome. 

 
21.14 are foothills that lead up to a mountain pass in           
21.13 that allows traversal to the other side, populated         
by yet more of the vicious mountain goats. The local          
beastmen and goat-worshippers generally avoid the      
area for fear of landmines, a side-effect of whatever         
happened in Taan. 
 
21.16 contains the ruins of Taan, which are littered with          
thousands of landmines. Animals know to stay away        
from Taan, but suicidal treasure hunters are eager to         
find what secrets lie behind the veil of death. 
 
 


